Better Blood Pressure Management with Pharmacy Support
Patients enrolled in the Fairview Pharmacy BPGAP program had an improvement of 40% in reaching and maintaining their blood pressure goal.*

More medication fills to control blood pressure
Patients in the pharmacy BPGAP program were more likely to get the medications required to control their blood pressure.

More patient engagement = better blood pressure & more medication fills
Program results show that the more patients are engaged with the pharmacy, the greater the changes in medication use and the number of patients meeting blood pressure goal.

Pharmacy-based strategies that support blood pressure health
The pharmacy-administered BPGAP program supports Fairview clinic efforts to improve the rate of patients meeting their blood pressure goals. Clinic providers can refer patients to the BPGAP program. Pharmacists enroll patients in the program and provide:

- Blood pressure checks
- Education about blood pressure and patient-specific goals
- Recommendations for appropriate follow-up
- Recording of blood pressure measurements and recommendations in the patient’s electronic health record

Integration within the clinic system allows for direct communication and collaboration with providers.

The importance of good blood pressure
- Nearly half of American adults have high blood pressure
- More likely to die from a heart disease when blood pressure is high
- More likely to die from a stroke when blood pressure is high
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About Fairview Pharmacy
Fairview Pharmacy Services is a national leader in the development of ambulatory pharmacy-related services. In addition to more than 35 retail pharmacies, we offer a wide range of service programs designed to optimize health outcomes and manage costs.

For more information visit fairviewrx.org.